
Who do we have in the audience?
Who is familiar with Multichannel marketing?
Who is doing it?
This is a major new approach to today’s marketing and is getting much better results! It’s 
success is what’s driving this to the forefront.
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Who am I
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Who knows what this is? Who has used one?
When we were kids what used to happen at dinner time?
Marketing calls and it was very frustrating!!!
So what did we do about it? We signed up for the do not call list!
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We are still pushing a lot of traditional marketing. Still the number one marketing 
communication is via mail and it is still growing.
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Bottom line the world is changing? 
Who has a smart phone? Ipad? How much has our communication changed over the last 
five years?
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We know how much the world has changed have you kept up with the technology with 
your business? Your marketing?
The landscape we are operating in now is different.
Think back to that orange telephone and to today's medias.
It still takes a plan, understand you market, what is your corporate message.
Planning the campaign is still necessary. 
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What is multichannel marketing?
Multichannel Marketing is the ability to drive marketing messages through two or 
more channels
This is a major new approach to today’s marketing and is getting much better results! It’s 
success is what’s driving this to the forefront.
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How many ways can you be touched?
Who has a Facebook account? (Linked In)
How many people in the room do not have a Facebook page for their business?
Who is using Twitter or texting?

How many time will you get hit by some kind of marketing today?
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If you are still sending out spray and pray is anyone noticing?
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Why is mail so good?
Mail is a trusted source! Postal Service
Remember miracle on 34th?
Mail is still a good channel and is still holds about 31% of all direct marketing and a great 
foundation.
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This is valuable information and it will bring you business!
We are getting customers from this channel
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Push your message out there through the strong channels!!
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Population of users are dramatically changing!
What happened to myspace?
Some people are using a personal facebook and a business facebook!!!
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Who has gotten a customer from your facebook?
Tell us about it!!
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All of these channels can build onto each other. 
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Raise your hands if you believe you are already doing some sucessful Multichannel 
marketing campaigns?
Tell us what you are doing?
In order for all of this to happen you must have a platform.
Start with simple methods to begin to utalize the technologys out there. QR coded, Purl’s, 
Landing pages. Etc..
Make sure you have planned to follow up as needed!!!!
It takes a workflow and a plan to be effectiveIt takes a workflow and a plan to be effective.
PTI and others
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This university was looking to increase out of state students.
They goal was to increase the hit rate up to 20% with a conversion rate of 10%
Actual was 18% and 12%
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They started with a postcard
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They used QR codes
Make sure your QR codes point to relevant information
If it doesn’t you will loose them
Use options like purls 
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What action do you want them to do?
Register? Fill out a survey?
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Gather more information to improve your database for future campaigns
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Confirmed and Thank You page
When they actually came they got a customized T shirt
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